
The Meaning of Life - continuedfrompage I
Berman thinks of participation as the core

principleof medievalphilosophy. I agree withhim
as far as the mystical tradition in thar period is
concemed, but in the otherMedieval philosophies,
such as Scholasticism, not participation but servi;
tude to the Divine Scheme guaranteed the mean-
ing. For Scholastics, in God's mind there was a
purpose for everything and our ignorance of that
purpose was no reason to think that it didnot exist.
The purpose was believed to be in the spiritual
realm and ourknowledge of it wouldnot change its
reality.

We were at the mercy of the Divine and ow
searchwas to attainan awareness of God'spurpose
rather than to change it or to devise our own.
Although this approach provided a meaningful
existence for those who were happy to live accord-
ing to the Design, for others who did not like to be
apawn in the Divine Scheme, such existence was
meaningless. This is the reason for the endless
'Medieval arguments about determinism and free
will in theology and philosophy.

A similar situation developed among the sci-
entific philosophers. The materialists faced the
same problems on determinism and'indetermin-
ism as the Scholastics. For the modem philoso-
phers, the material world does notchange with oru
attempt at understanding it. Accepting efficient
causation and eliminating final causes by the ra-
tionalist philosophers reinforced the belief that
cognition follows the reality and thus free will
remains secondary to the material determination.
This is why Spinoza, once eliminating teleology
(final causes) from his philosophy, postulated fa-
talistic Necessity of God and Nature as the formda-
tion ofhis philosophy.

The problem of meaning was even harder to
resolve for the materialists than the Scholastics.
The latter's appeal to God's Design had a more
powerful grip on the pious mind than the power of
fatalistic Necessity on the secular mind. Only
mystics believed in some kind of participatory
panthdism. For a mystic, consciousness is every-
where prior to time and space. Even the material
world is a form of consciousness to amystic. Thus,
for mysticd, meaning was never considered as
separate from the actual existence. In their out-
look, meaningfulness is implied in our actual liv-

ing, and inquiring about it is pointless. From a
mystical viewpoin! once the separation of the
observer and the observed is overcome, the whole
discourse on meaning becomes superfluous.

Leading thinkers of our time are proposing
altemative paradigms of thought in the vein of
mystical traditions. For example, Morris Berman
proposes some kind of re-enchantment of the
world and Willis Harman proposes consciousness
as the fundamental stuff of the universe!

I think that we need to understand the core
principles of the rationalist thought in is Greek
Platonic form and in its European Cartesian ver-
sion, in order to address the relevant issues prop-
erly in the currentturmoil of paradigms. In Greek
times, an ontological differentiation between the
spiritual and the material world was formulated
(e.g., the Plato's Theory of Forms). For Greeks,
the spiritual and physical realms of existence were
two separate worlds. The ontological distinction
justified the separation of "priess" and ' philoso-
phers" in their pursuits. In the modern Cartesian
system, a further split happened within the mate-
rial world. The epistemic distinction between the
subject and the object was thus formulated. This
new development allowed the independence of the
"scientists" from the Church' philosophers."

For Descartes, the dichotomy was epistemo-
logical-meaning thatas far as our act of knowing
is concerned, the distinction between our thoughts
(subject) and things (object) was valid. This epis-
temological division between mind and maner,
subject and object, is responsible for the method-
ologies of verification in the sciences. In other
words, the truth can be verified independent of the
individual observers. Not only all our develop-
ments in science can be traced to this dichotomy,
but the disassociation between our actions and
their outcome is a heritage of *ris split which has
caused a host of ethical iroblems. Recogrriziag
these foundations, it is evident that the detachment
of individual actions from the holistic result is not
something to be overcome by general moralistic
appeals.

In the last two decades many forefront scien-
tists and philosophers have recognized the ethical
dilemma of the scientific paradigm stated above.
As notedpreviously, many of them are renouncing
this paradigm and are emb,racing mysticism. For
example, the latest work of Willis Harman pro-
poses consciousness as the ftmdamental stuff of
the universe as prior to time and space. Harman
thinks that his metaphysical scheme will put an
end to the lack of meaning in the contemporary
world and will support the formation of a planetary
interconnectedness. Thus, participation will end
the arrogance of the observer who sees himself

detached from the "extemal" world. In short, in
view ofthis group ofnew scientists, thedistinction
between the observer and the external world is a
matter of perspective just like the pre-Copemican
picture of the universe.

Yeg down in our hearts, we do not feel that the
scientific split of mind and matter is just a matter
of perspective. Even when we recognize the
impact of paradigms on our thinking, we cannot
drop the dichotomy wholeheartedly. Ir is like
Pandora's Box, it is hard to disbelieve the dichot-
omy and deeply feet an immediacy between our
individual actions and their holistic result after
having leamed the "autonomy." In fac! the par-
ticipatory vision as a guarantee for meaning and
ethics has mostly worked for mystics who volun-
tarily accept an immediacy between their individ-
ual action and the holistic result. Some people's
semi-religious belief in Karma also has had similar
effects. F<irmostothers, such dictums have hardly
been effective because they neither want to exer-
cise them voluntarily nor are they forced to adhere
to them due to any material imperative.

I think thatpeople wholeheartedly believed in
the Divine Purpose in the Medieval times and also
believed wholeheartedly in the object/subject di-
chotomy in the era of science. The mystical
paradigm of participation was believed by the
Stoics after the fall of the Greek civilization and
also was believedby the sufis of theMiddleEast in
asimilarperiod after the fall of the Islamic Empire.

contiwd on page 3
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